
AGREE

Circuses contribute to

unnecessary animal suffering, for

the sake of human entertainment.

There is already enough laws

preventing animal abuse. If

animals are abused in circus

those laws should be enough

Circuses are not kept to the same

high standards that most zoos

are. Circuses rely on entertaining

people while many zoos are

focused on conservation and

education

Using animals in circuses, especially

wild ones, is unsafe for the

spectators as they could become

victims of animal attacks.

Circuses can continue without

using animals (especially exotic

or endangered ones) by using

other acts.

PLAY

If the animals are not being

harmed in any way there is no

legal basis to ban them from

circuses, this should be decided

on a case to case basis

DISAGREE

AGREE AGREE

DISAGREE DISAGREE



AGREE

All animals (human included) have

the right to life, dignity and a pain-

free existence.

 

Animal testing is crucial to ensure

that vaccines are safe.Scientists

racing to develop a vaccine for

coronavirus during the 2020

global pandemic need to test on

genetically modified mice to

ensure that the vaccine doesn’t

make the virus worse

 

Animal research is extremely

tightly regulated by independent

authorities

 

Scientists are able to test vaccines on

human volunteers. Unlike animals used for

research, humans are able to give consent

to be used in testing and are a viable

option when the need arises. Besides,

drugs that pass animal tests are not

necessarily safe.

Animal testing is cruel and inhumane.

Animals used in experiments are

commonly subjected to force feeding,

food and water deprivation, the infliction

of burns and other wounds to study the

healing process

PLAY
Animal testing contributes to life-

saving cures and treatments. Animal

research has contributed to major

advances in treating conditions such as

breast cancer, brain injury, childhood

leukemia, cystic fibrosis, multiple

sclerosis, ...etc 
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